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About this report
This year, five Chinese young leaders have been selected from
different universities and institutions to participate in the
“APEC CEO Summit” in Manila, Philippines. Every year, APEC
CEO Summit brings together leaders from business, political
and academic communities for discussion on current topics in
the Asia Pacific region. The five of us had the opportunity to
exchange ideas during interviews with prestigious speakers of
the summit. A special session dialogue between ABAC members
and APEC Voices of the Future delegates also provided an
occasion enhancing our understanding of APEC critical topics.
For the first time, Chinese youth delegates completed a bilingual
report on the theme "Innovation & Entrepreneurship". China is
promoting innovation-driven development and entrepreneurship
to transform the country from the "world's factory" to a
technological powerhouse. We youths should play our part in
this transition.
We hope our report can present to youth some useful tips
for innovation and entrepreneurship and the great insights
from APEC leaders that can support career development of
young people in China, and hence provide Chinese youth with
inspiration and motivation.
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I. Introduction
2. What has government done?
1. A glimpse into ABAC’s emphasis on MSMEs and innovation
MSMEs participate in bringing new ideas to the market and play a crucial role in fostering innovation
in the 21st century. Statistics show that MSMEs make up more than 90% of businesses and employ
over 60% of this region’s workforce in the Asian-Pacific Region. Thus placing strong emphasis on
MSMEs is becoming increasingly necessary this year.
Also, it’s important to boost innovation by creating an ecosystem that supports enterprise creation
and increases innovation capabilities of MSMEs, by making partnerships and networking among
innovation systems. Both private and public sectors need to be part of a strategy that promotes
innovation in more effective ways, by identifying and addressing the challenges that hinder the
growth of partnerships, and also by knowledge inputs and policy measures, which are key factors for
innovation.
According to the report made by ABAC, there are basically four pillars to emphasize MSMEs and
entrepreneurship this year:
(i) Enhance the internationalization of MSMEs.
(ii) Facilitate MSMEs access to regional and global finance.
(iii) Build innovation and value-adding activities in MSMEs.
(iv) Harnessing participation of women in the economy.
Specifically, ABAC calls for three steps to enhance MSMEs access to finance and MSMEs expansion.

1. Facilitate supply chain
finance to improve access
to global supply chain.

2. Build the lending
infrastructure for MSME
finance.

3. Encourage innovative
financing mechanism for
MSMEs.

MSMEs remain the backbone of virtually every economy in the Asia-Pacific region in the 21st century.
They are also the driving force behind innovation and commercialization. We believe that it is
necessary to affirm the importance of spreading the benefits of globalization, to encompass MSMEs
and help them grow healthier and faster.
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Against the background of economic transformation and slowdown, forces
that have traditionally driven economic growth are weakening. In light of
the urgent need of structural reform and innovation-driven development,
Chinese government is determined to remove all institutional obstacles to
give way to mass entrepreneurship and innovation.
On June 16th this year, the State Council issued an initiative that laid out
specific measures to facilitate mass entrepreneurship and innovation.
It covers the issues of funding and investment, public services, public
platforms, entrepreneurship in rural areas, and so on. During an event
hosted in Beijing, Premiere Li Keqiang talked about mass entrepreneurship
and innovation as a way to improve social equality and mobility and to
overcome the “middle-income trap”. The biggest challenge in avoiding the
trap is moving from resource-driven growth that is dependent on cheap
labor and capital, to growth based on high productivity and innovation. This
requires investments in infrastructure, education, and collaboration with
other APEC economies.
The themes of this year’s APEC was inclusive growth, which was officially
defined as follows:
- At the domestic level, inclusive growth is based on creating employment
opportunities and jobs, involving and integrating the majority of the
population in the economic and social mainstream, and alleviating poverty
through good governance and domestic reform.
- At the regional level, the inclusive growth strategy of the APEC region
is focused on expanding access to opportunities and enabling people to
realize their full potential which will result in more productive employment
opportunities, dynamic economic growth, and greater well-being.
We believe the goals listed in the definition will become more achievable
with the efforts of our governments and the dynamic creations of the youth.
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3. The role of youth
China has become one of the most
entrepreneurial countries on earth. According
to the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor
(GEM), published by Babson College, China
ranks favorably among the group of nations
surveyed by the GEM. In recent years,
more Chinese young people are involved in
entrepreneurial projects. Self-employment
has become popular among college students
and college graduates since young people
have the ambition to venture into business
and the potential for self-actualization.
Young people are pushing the growth of
emerging entrepreneurship through start-ups
and family-run enterprises, and so on. The
dynamic and innovative entrepreneurship
in which youth proactively participates will
make contributions to sustainable economic
growth, help the transformation of the current
economic model and enhance the living
quality of Chinese people.
Innovative technology plays a very important
role in entrepreneurship. Incubation policies
have been the cradle of innovation in
technology, business, and finance. The new
incubator can bring together venture capital
funds and attract many youth entrepreneurs
both inside and outside of China.

II. APEC Dialogues
1. ABAC Special Session Dialogue with APEC Voices of the
Future
Statement of China:
Good morning, distinguished ABAC members and fellow delegates.
Today we’d like to share some views with you on the youth’s role
in China’s economy. We believe what China is facing now is also
confronting many of the economies present here.

Many typical business founders are
listed as best business elites in China
and most of them developed oral English
practice apps, online game platforms,
group buying websites for locally found
consumer products and retail services,
online travel services and unmanned aerial
image systems. There are undiscovered
business fields that need exploration by
entrepreneurs. Innovation and technology
bring vigor to the private sector and allow
private enterprises the capacity to develop.
The young entrepreneurs in China will be
the engine for economic growth and help
China remain as an international economic
power.

As is well-publicized, China’s economy has entered the “new normal”
which is different from the high-speed growth pattern exhibited in the
past. It is a new trend featuring upgraded structure and new economic
engines. China’s economy will gradually transform into an innovationdriven model. That means job-creating and innovation become crucial
during the transformation and play an important role in overcoming
the “middle-income trap”, which is haunting most of the developing
countries.
Multiple efforts have been made by Chinese government to encourage
people to start their own businesses and to make innovations. This
echoes the theme of inclusive growth because it offers employment
opportunities and enables people to realize their full potential. It’s
incumbent upon us youths, the most dynamic group in the society,
to learn more about it and to act within our capability. Therefore, the
voices delegates of China this year would like to discuss the topic of
self-employment and innovation of youths with all other participants.
And we are sure that opinions from ABAC members would be
extremely helpful in terms of solving the confusions faced by young
men, especially young entrepreneurs in China and the rest of the
region.
Thank you!
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ABAC members’ responses:

Jaime Augusto Zobel de Ayala
Member, APEC National
Organizing Council
Chairman and CEO,
Ayala Corporation

Deborah Close
President, Production
Services Division
Tervita Corporation

5

To our friend from China, you talked about
entrepreneurship as a way of going against the trend of
unemployment and the slowdown in economies. I think
what’s beautiful about the entrepreneurship is that they
reinvent industries. As industries shift these days, there
is a need for people to keep reinventing that space in
creating new forms of employment and new products and
services. And that needs a lot of support, it starts even
with education. Education in the Philippines in general
does not encourage entrepreneurship, it encourages
managers who then become very able in running things
but less in inventing things. I think for all of us within the
APEC umbrella, to help out the ecosystem that encourages
entrepreneurship is a very valid suggestion. Certainly a
great deal of efforts have been made by our chairs here in
encouraging SME conference of which entrepreneurship is
a big component.

As far as China is concerned, self-employment is
something that they can challenge us. The premier
just came out and said this is the future of China getting young people employed. We are all living in
a world of IT, creativity and connectivity, and people
are working together on a basis. The world is moving
quicker than ever I can remember. Governments
are moving quicker than ever I can remember. And
that brings me to the education part. I believe, I’ve
set this alone, because of the innovation today education is falling behind. The teachers didn’t grow
up with it. The students today are smarter than
many of the professors unfortunately, and many
of the teachers. Because they didn’t grow up with
it. And that’s something that needs to catch up.
Education must lead. It’s something that’s really,
really, really important. Because that is the future.

Dr. Allan Zeman
Chairman,
Lan Kwai Fong Group

And creativity. My whole life has been about
creating – creating new concepts, thinking out of
the box, letting your mind wonder and making the
impossible possible. And you can see every creator
has done that - hasn’t stay within the norm, has
wonder beyond, and that has made he or she great
and has helped the world to progress.

A couple of you mentioned the fact that the economic
growth is slowing. I truly believe, and we all believe in
ABAC, that innovation is going to be a key factor and
continuing to accelerate growth. We are very focused
on that and we have a number of initiatives especially
related to the MSME sector, related to innovation, and
how we foster innovation, and we are going to be talking
about more of those over the course of the next couple of
days. My own background – actually I worked in hightech startups, two of them. So I know how important
innovation is, and also what it is to be an MSME and to
cross that chasm from an idea to profit. So I encourage
you for thinking that way. I think that the fact of not being
afraid, and to take a chance and to be courageous is an
important part of a successful MSME. And also in the
innovation field.
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3. APEC CEO Summit

Xi Jinping, President of People’s Republic of China

APEC economies are to uphold the strategic framework of
medium and long term cooperation; to press ahead with reform
and innovation, and seek a new impetus for APEC economic
growth; to advance integration and build an open economy; to
implement a consensus.

2. Youth Declaration by APEC Voices of the Future
Innovation and Entrepreneurship in Youth Declaration
We recognize the importance of SMEs—which comprise more than 97%
of all registered enterprises and employs more than 50% of the total
workforce in the Asia-Pacific—to the growth and development of the AsiaPacific economy. We likewise affirm the power of SMEs to lift the less
fortunate out of poverty.
As such, we call on governments to invest in the youth through the
integration of entrepreneurship in school curriculum. In addition,
entrepreneurship for the young should not only focus on commercial
enterprises, but should try to extend these ideas to social entrepreneurship.
Furthermore, we urge our member-economies to put policy efforts
at micro-financing, including green financing, start-up accelerators,
youth-led business initiatives must be supported through the use of
existing effective tools—access to green technology, and other available
government and non-government programs.

Barack Obama, President of United States of America

Governments can do what it’s hard for companies to do is
that front-end basic research that doesn't necessarily have an
immediate payoff, but will then serve as the laboratories for
young people like Asia to discover - “based on that basic research,
I’ve got a new idea, and I can do something else.” And that's, in
fact, how the Internet came about. In part it was a combination
of incredible innovation, but also some basic government funding
that had come in on the front end.

Benigno Aquino III, President of Rupublic of the Philippines

The achievable goal this year will be based on the cooperation. Without
cooperation, the economy will be unstable. The proactive interaction
between government and the private sector results in the support of
each other and the helping of people. Private sectors can invest in
health, education, infrastructure and manufacturing to alleviate the
economic slow-down.

We also believe that inclusive business models, wherein SMEs are
integrated as part of the larger value chain of big entities should be
encouraged. This may also include possible mentorship programs of SMEs
by larger corporations and a mechanism of sharing best practices between
large corporations and SMEs.
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1.

Tony Fernandes
Founder of AirAsia

Within 12 years, AirAsia grew from a small size with 2 airplanes and 200 staff to a large
scale company with 200 airplanes and 17000 staff. The secret pillars for the development of
AirAsia are branding, and utilizing people. Branding is not only external marketing but also
internal branding. People are the biggest asset for the company.
1. Branding: “Branding is not only about innovative marketing but also internal branding.
Removing hierarchies and shaping a corporate culture with transparency and accessible
communications between boss and staff are essential for the company’s decision-making.”
2. People: “People are the biggest asset for a company. The best ways to utilize people are
creating occupational mobility for staff and empowering female staff.

2.

Anthony John Nowell
Co-Chair, Sustainable Development
Working Group, ABAC
Founding Director, Valadenz Limite

Mr. Nowell spent some time with Chinese youth delegates discussing innovation and
entrepreneurship of youth during the ABAC meeting break. What follows are the messages
from him.
1. Collaboration: “I think the really important factor is collaboration for young
entrepreneurs. The world now is very virtual, and with internet, you need to connect with
each other all of the time. I think the future will have more small businesses. But smaller
businesses will have to collaborate together. Some people have an idea to be successful
as small entrepreneurs. Actually, SMEs businesses cannot survive if they are only SMEs
businesses.”
2. Innovation: “You always will need the larger corporation. Some businesses will need
to be done at a very large scale, such as energy or airline companies. Big companies require
billions of dollars to build infrastructures. If you work for a very large corporation, in the big
company, they usually take small group of people outside and they put them in a separate
office. The small group of people will interact and collaborate together. Big corporations
always have some difficulties speeding up the innovation. If you are individual or small
business person, you can move very quickly.”
3. Mentor: “Young people will need mentor-ship. Make sure you can ask the mentor to give
you guidance. You can learn a lot of things from textbooks, in university, but it is very hard to
learn something called ‘wisdom’. You need to find mentors in those people who have wisdom
and experience.”
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3.

Barbara Navarro
Director of Operations and Strategy,
public policy and Government Relation
for Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa, Google

“I will focus on the innovation. When you think about what is innovation and what is
the drive of innovation, size does not matter at all. Innovation is trying to do things in a
different way for the better.”
1. Passion: “The driver of Innovation is passion. When we launch a project, we try to do
things in different ways. We are a very passionate company.”
2. Innovator: “Each employee will have 20% of their time per week to come up with a new
project that can change the world. We are all innovators. In addition, the internet gives us
the opportunity and flexibility to find new business models.”
3. Think big: “You should think bigger and learn how to think big. We should not be afraid
of failures because failures are learning.”

4.

Karen Reddington
President, FedEx Asia Pacific

Ms. Reddington addressed the small business issue during the APEC SME Summit. She
talked about how multinational corporations can help small and middle enterprises to
extend their businesses globally. The power of small business to drive innovation and
growth in Asia has never been higher.
1. International access: “Opportunity is huge. E-commerce is really giving access to
world trade. However, this is also how problems start in cross-border trade, because small
and medium businesses who go international grow faster than their counterparts within the
domestic market.”
2. Policy and regulation: “The policy and regulation have not moved at the same pace
as the extension of business growth for small businesses. Every multinational started at
some point in time as a small business. They really need support from other businesses,
industries and governments, instead of just their own good ideas, to make sure that the
regulations support their growth into the future.”
3. Time: “In FedEx, innovation is our DNA. We see it as very important to keep our pace
with the times, to keep innovating with time. We must make sure the wonderful ideas are
nurtured and allowed to flourish, survive, and thrive.”
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5.

4. Case Study
Wendy Kopp
CEO and Co-Founder, ‘ Teach for All ’

Teach for All is a network of independent organizations in 38 countries and counting. The
extraordinary educational success is the product of extraordinary leadership. The most
important factor that accounts for the success is People/Talent/Leadership.
1. Leadership: “Privilege of children’s birth - the economic circumstance, race, gender
- really predicts their education; a very complex problem that needs leadership to solve.
Therefore, our actions are to invest in professional development and to create a leadership
force all over the world, working on every educational level.”
2. Solution: “Identifying the educational inequity is a key problem for children. Then
recruiting the top graduates from all different academic majors, and asking them to teach
in the community. We invest a lot in their pre-service training and ongoing professional
development.”
3. Vision: “One day, all children will have the opportunity to attain an excellent education.
We will need future leaders to step up and make sure it is going to happen. The question is:
what you will do to address this issue?”

6.

Nicolas Aguzin
CEO, J.P. Morgan Asia Pacific

“We have almost 250 thousand employees in the firm around the world. Human capital is a
key component of what we do, and the development of the capital is critical to the success of
the firm.”
1. Workforce readiness: “It somehow feels that the more we invest in things like
education, there are at the same time a lot of young people that finish university and still
cannot get jobs. What’s missing is the supply-demand imbalance. What we are producing is
not what really a lot of the corporations need.”
2. Global soft skills: “Business is becoming more and more global. However, when you
try to recruit, sometimes they don’t always succeed in a global institution. Part of that may
be language, part of that may be the different culture and ways of expressing themselves.
Other times, it’s difficulty in understanding some concepts.”
3. Lifelong learning: “Not only do they have to learn the task at hand, they need to
be very adaptable. They need to be able to change as conditions change. As the world
changes, they need to be able to learn themselves, how to look for the next thing. That
is a very important component of generating a group of people that can succeed in any
environment.”
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4. Case Study

This past November, over 800 CEOs and industry leaders with operations
in at least one of the 21 APEC economies, shared their perspectives on
doing business in Asia Pacific. We are grateful for their time as well as the
openness. Our interviews and findings reflect a region in transition - several
new trends are happening in China and other APEC economies, which are
detailed below.
First, "innovation & entrepreneurship" will be the next economic engine
for China. China is promoting innovation-driven development and
entrepreneurship in order to transform from being the "world's factory" to
a technological powerhouse. Countless jobs and opportunities will come
along with the optimization of the economic structure. Second, during this
process public sectors and private sectors are joining hands and shaping
the future business landscape in many creative forms. The government is
evolving from a “market supervisor” to a “resource match-maker” to provide
better service that facilitates innovation and entrepreneurship. During the
process, sharing economy and social enterprises are becoming particularly
promising, benefiting from the novel business models. And MSMEs are
playing a crucial role in providing jobs and utilizing this dormant resource.
Last but not least, youth is the future in innovation and entrepreneurship.
With great connectivity and open minds, youth will be the main providers
of intellectual resources and impetus for social transformation. Many CEOs
and industry leaders are emphasizing the power of youth in workplace and
social life, recognizing that to help young people realize their dreams is to
shape a sustainable and resilient world.
To present you a clearer picture of the upcoming trends in this region,
we specially looked at 3 typical enterprises. They are Uber, the leading
company in sharing economy, AirAisa, the pioneer opening the era of cheap
airline and GK Enchanted Farm, a Filipino social enterprise that created an
ecosystem to improve opportunities for the poor. We hope the information
we brought you can serve as an indicator of the economic trends in China
and other economies, and facilitate future communication and cooperation
between young people and other sectors in society.
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Uber - a behavior-changing
company
Uber is a company evolving the way the world
moves. By seamlessly connecting riders to
drivers through its apps, it makes cities more
accessible, opening up more possibilities for
riders and more business for drivers. From its
founding in 2009 to its launches in hundreds
of cities today, Uber's rapidly expanding
global presence continues to bring people and
their cities closer.
Despite the misunderstanding that Uber is
an ordinary company wanting a bite of the
taxi market, the mission Uber sets for itself is
to help change people’s behavior around car
usage and car ownership. Its success relies on
the extraordinary observations and vision of
its leaders, which are based on the common
need of modern people.

“From Uber’s standpoint,
we’re not much interested
in talking about the taxi
market. This is about
much bigger — can
we change behavior so
that more people are
using for-hire vehicle
transportation?”

13

During the CEO Summit, David Plouffe,
strategic adviser of the company, shared with
us some important components that make
sharing economy and this company work:
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1.

Increasing urban migrants
versus traffic jam

2.

Inaccessibility to public
transportation as the key factor
forcing people into car ownership

The irreversible trend of urbanization in the next
few years faces a deadlock that is the traffic jam
that’s already bad enough. Most global cities look
like parking lots and are not capable of building
new public transport and new roads, but there
are still more and more people coming in. Car
usage and car ownership must drop, but carpool
has never worked on a large scale. However, with
Uber’s technology, 50% of its users have chosen to
carpool.

Uber’s growth comes from people who were driving
themselves. For instance in America, Manhattan
is where 95% of the taxi trips take place, because
it’s extremely easy to hire a taxi. Alternatively, in
the underserved areas where it’s impossible to use
public transportation, people are forced to own a
car which they only use 4% of the time.

3.

4.

Shrinking desire of the younger
generation to own things

Solution to the safety problem
of drunk driving - a convenient
and safe ride home

Young people’s social lives revolve around their
smart phones instead of cars. They want to travel
the world rather than own things, unlike the
older generation. That’s another opportunity of
behavioral change that’s good for the environment
and minimizing traffic.

According to Uber’s research, there’s another
behavioral change in drunk driving: people under
25 or 30 that live in urban areas, where services
like Uber are available, don’t even think about
driving if they are going to have anything to drink.
It doesn’t even cross their mind anymore because
they can press a button and get home safely.

5.

6.

Changed value towards job
and freedom

People now prefer to control their engagement
in a job. They want to decide when to engage, the
hours they work and how long they do this. 80%
of Uber drivers drive on the platform because they
want to be their own boss; 73% would rather have
a job where they can control the schedule than a 9
to 5 job. What’s more, they enjoy the experience of
driving for unexpected bills rather than a certain
amount per week.

Two of the biggest concerns
generated by the inflexible
schedule: lack of time and lack
of money

The two common concerns – lack of time and
lack of money - are closely connected. People
want more income, but they can’t because their
schedules are inflexible. They are in school,
upgrading their skills, taking care of their children
or their aging parents. So the inflexibility of
additional work opportunities has largely kept
people confined so they are stuck at a certain
income. However, Uber drivers don’t have such
concerns.
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Business strategies

AirAsia - the world’s best low-cost airline

Mr. Fernandes mentioned two vital elements about his success: branding and people.

Current AirAsia started in 2001 with 2 old aircrafts, having bought the
then loss-making AirAsia from its Malaysian Owner DRB-Hicom, for a
token of MYR1 (USD 0.25 cents) and MYR40 million (USD 11 million)
worth of debt. Within two years, Tony Fernandes, the CEO of AirAsia,
turned it into a profitable company, and now it owns almost 200 aircrafts.

Branding: Firstly, have a relevant product which meets the needs of the consumer. Secondly, have a
clear brand platform comprising brand vision and values. Thirdly, have a distinctive and consistent
brand positioning based on a clear vision and management support. Fourthly, have the ability to provide
superior products and services through continuous investment in new technologies and skills. Also, have
the ability to deliver the brand promise which is to enable everyone to fly. Finally, have the ability to be
differentiated from the competitors through provision of innovative and relevant product offerings (Khor,
Ramli, Azeman&Gerald, 2009).

How did they make it?
- Low Fares:
Committed to low fares
"Our commitment to low fares lies in our promise of Now Everyone Can
Fly . Our service targets guests who can do without, the frills of full-service
airlines in exchange for low fares"
25-minute turnaround
"Less time on the ground and more time in the air means we get the most
of every flight through high aircraft utilization, lower costs and greater
airline and staff productivity."

Value of people: To better integrate the employees into the company, AirAsia provides stock options to
the employees to share with them the benefits and interest brought by the fast growth of the business.
What’s more, the company also treats the employees as human capital through encouraging the staff to
further develop both their hard and soft skills, and do the job that they are really interested in, and the
company works hard at providing such opportunities. AirAsia has its own training base, and there are
even some stewardesses who became pilots after the internal training. AirAsia trains its employees to be
innovative multi-taskers and team players, and also stresses internal recruitment and relies on Human
Resources Development for this (ChinaAbout, 2013).

- Low-cost carrier model:
Self-automation
"The more you DIY (self-check-in), the more we save on operational costs
– that means lower fares for you!"
No frills
"Pay only for what you want. If you want additional inflight comfort, just
add-on. It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3."
Cost-saving innovations
"Constantly on the lookout for the latest advancement in savings, we are
the first airline to use the new Airbus A320 aircraft installed with ‘sharklet
wing tips’ to lower wind drag and provide better fuel consumption."
Safety first
"Our cost optimization philosophy is in no way at the expense of safety.
We have renowned international partners for aircraft and engine
maintenance, and have made significant investment to ensure the safety
of our planes. We adopt a zero tolerance to unsafe practices and strive for
zero accidents through proper training, work practices, risk management
and adherence to safety regulations at all times. "

15
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The "best for the least"

GK Enchanted Farm

Building Social Business

What is the GK Enchanted Farm?
It is a platform, a philosophy, a prototype, a
proof of concept for a massive roll-out of a
nation-building movement.
It is a thriving rural community that showcases
the best for the least, and the best from the
least.

It is an ecosystem for social education, social
business and social tourism to support
family, community, university, industry and
humanity within the same space, with the
end goal of raising the base of the pyramid
up: raising the bottom will bring everything
up.

The GK Enchanted Farm is Gawad
Kalinga’s platform to raise social
entrepreneurs, help the local farmers and
create wealth in the countryside. As they
learned that the road out of poverty is a
continuing journey (and that therefore,
providing homes is merely the beginning),
they also realized that the country is
abundant with resources - land included that they can harness for every Filipino to
continuously lead a life with dignity.
The vision of the Enchanted Farm to be
three things:

A social laboratory for replicable,
sustainable intentional communities
built for and with relocated informal
settlers, landless farmers and
victims of calamity and conflict.

A countryside university for
experiential and entrepreneurial
learning, where the best students
from the rural public high
schools(85% do not get a college
education) will be mentored in
business development, financial
management, marketing strategies
by the best social entrepreneurs/
mentors from prestigious urban
schools in the Philippines and
abroad who have access to capital,
knowledge, technology and market.

17

A social business hub for
inclusive wealth creation in
rural areas to mitigate urban
migration, creating a market
for quality, healthy and natural
products and services coming
from the abundance of the
fertile land and the genius and
talent of the poor and the rich,
working together as partners.

A Farm Village University
A Silicon Valley for Social
Entrepreneurship
A Disneyland for Social Tourism
The GK social entrepreneur program
creates economies that promote justice
and fairness, and refuse to leave anyone
behind. Whether as non-profits or as forprofits., the goal is to utilize business and
professional tools to find solutions to
social problems and raise the base of the
pyramid.

The "best for the least" is a sound business
philosophy that drives the most privileged
in this society to invest their time, talent
and treasure to unleash the potential of
the poor and the idle, to produce quality
products and provide excellent service. GK
economics is about creating wealth at the
base of the pyramid with GK communities
as a massive platform for social enterprise.

School for experiential &
entrepreneurial development
Launched last August 11, 2014 and
starting with approximately 43 bright
and determined students from various
public schools in Bulacan, the School
for Experiential and Entrepreneurial
Development (SEED) aims to produce
graduates who will tackle poverty through
agriculture and innovation. The program
will initially run for 2 years with a
curriculum co-developed with TESDA, and
will become a ladderized 4-year program
in partnership with CHED. This is where
young students from public high schools
will emerge as globally competitive social
entrepreneurs with a love of their country
and their fellow Filipino poor; helping to
raise many others from poverty through
social enterprise that does not leave the
poor behind.

A social tourism destination
where people travel to make a
difference, discover adventure
with a purpose and find
happiness and pleasure in their
own humanity by connecting
with the good in others and
nature.
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III. Conclusion
In light of the inspirations we attained from the extraordinary states and business leaders,
we drew up some suggestions respectively for the three bodies involved - government,
industry and the youth – in the hope that we can join efforts to address the difficulties in the
process of innovation and entrepreneurship.

For the government
1. Ideally, government should strive
to bring industry, academia and
government together through forums
and collaborations. Several political
and business leaders mentioned the
importance of the dialogue between the
three parties, and almost all speakers agree
that the government should invest more in
education. When considering China, even
in global cities like Beijing and Shanghai,
the link between industry and universities
is weak. College students have no idea
what the companies want, and the research
within campuses are poorly funded and
the results of them are seldom applied
to real businesses. Therefore, in addition
to the favorable social environment, the
government should also work to promote
a closer relationship between industry and universities that is conducive to innovation
and entrepreneurship. We believe the university-enterprise cooperation is able to bring
connectivity between youth and the real business sector. Youth will get a feasible transition
from being students to experienced entrepreneurs. With cooperation, the real businesses can
help to improve entrepreneurial education in universities, while the universities themselves
will be able to support businesses by providing new technology research.
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2. Government should also strive to encourage the emergence of
technological incubators. Technology is the Achilles’ heel for many
start-ups. Young entrepreneurs often struggle to find good mentors
and good developers, and what they need most is not necessarily
money, but technological support. Therefore, government should
encourage the incubators to better meet the needs of young
entrepreneurs and encourage successful business leaders to share
their resources and experiences with the new generation of business
pioneers.
For the industry
1. Industry should seek to foster the culture and atmosphere of
creativity within companies. The most dynamic and promising
companies are the ones with strong momentum to innovate.
When we talk about innovation, we can’t solely pay attention to
those technology-based industries. The traditional industries like
banking, construction and manufacturing are also in urgent need
of innovation to attract talent, given the highly competitive IT
companies which are popular among young graduates. Businesses
in the traditional industries should establish a working environment
with more transparency and mobility, cut the red tape and embrace
new technologies, so they won’t be lagging behind during the
transformation.
2. Industry should also fully understand the power of branding.
In this year’s CEO summit, we met several great companies with
impressive branding strategies. For instance, AirAsia positioned itself
as a low budget company, so its CEO dressed down himself without
a colorful tie during the insight session with global CEOs; Jack Ma
discussed his mission to empower small businesses throughout his
speeches, and he really demonstrated a great leadership during his
conversation with President Obama, talking about why SMEs are so
important for his Alibaba empire.
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For youth
1. We highly recommend that youths recognize the value of
cooperation with partners from different backgrounds. For
example, the shale gas in the United States of America was
originally developed by small-and-medium-size technology
companies that are flexible and creative. After that, those
multinational companies like ExxonMobil which are experienced
and financially strong started to realize the value of this new
evaluation. In the end, those companies together changed
the history of the oil and gas industry and achieved energy
independence of the United States of America.

2. We believe that young entrepreneurs are supposed to be
connected to communities and should satisfy the needs of
said communities. Innovation and entrepreneurship based
on the bottom-up structure will benefit the whole society.
Youths should engage in more of the community activities
to come up with new ideas amongst different groups of
people. The potential business opportunities have been
embedded deep in our daily life, and the question is: can
we identify those problems while looking for solutions for
the urgent issues?

3. Last but not least is having a good mindset. It’s the whole package
including passion, confidence, judgment, responsibility, patience and
the right attitude towards failure. It’s particularly important to always
have sharp judgment on the reality so as to avoid blindness. Refrain
from rushing into any decision, because haste makes waste. If you
truly believe your idea is a real good one, just patiently do your part,
and spend some time making others believe that, too. As the biggest
dreamers and creators of the world, we as the youth of today, are
bound to make the world a better place.
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